
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

KARL KLINK Vertical internal broaching machine 
in double column table-up design with D-DRIVE 

The innovative Karl Klink broaching machines in 
double column design have proven themselves 
more than worthy in over 250 industrial 
applications.  
 
Advantages of table-up broaching machines  
 

- installation at floor level with no pit or operator 
platform 

 

- highest axial accuracy through fixed puller and 
retriever heads 

 

- shorter cycle time through movements 
overlapping of table and broach feeder 

 
Special purpose machine building 
 

- hard broaching machine 
 

- dry broaching machine  
 

- CNC-helical broaching machine 
 

Double column  
 

Welded double column in extremely torsion and 
flexion resistant execution  
 
Double - Drive 
 

1 drive with 2 operative points laying in a line of 
application with the table guidances and the 
broaching stations for optimal stability while 
broaching (central delivery of force – without tilting 
and bending moment as for the one column 
machine) 
 
Thermal stability  
 

- quicker heat dispersion through double column 
design opened on both sides  

 

- reduced heat conduction through arrangement of 
the drive above the working area 
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Precision 
 

high machine rigidity, central delivery of force and thermal 
stability achieve:  
 

- high geometric precision of the workpieces  
 

- minimal alteration of the guidances for long lasting high 
precision of the machine and long duration of the 
broaches  

 

 
Automation and operation friendly 
 

- the open double column design permits the 
automatic loading and unloading from the rear 
of the machine  

 

- at the same time the front stays accessible for 
adjustments, tool change, maintenance or 
manual loading and unloading 

 

Drives 
 

Choice between the use of hydraulic or electro-
mechanical drive: 
 

- Hydraulic drives distinguish themselves by their 
reduced investment and Life-Cycle-Costs as well 
as by their high reliability at work 

 

- through their high dynamic, servo-hydraulic high 
speed broaching drives are perfectly adapted for 
dry and hard broaching processes  

 

- electro-mechanical drives possess a very high 
rigidity and linearity, a significant prerequisite for 
CNC-controlled helical broaching operations  
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